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ABSTRACT
ProTarget is a Web-based tool for the automatic
prediction of fold novelty. It offers the structural
genomics community a method for target selection
by providing an online analysis of any new or pre-
existing sequence for its relationship to any previ-
ously solved three-dimensional structure. ProTarget
takes as input an amino acid sequence. Regions of
this sequence that exhibit high similarity to an exist-
ing PDB (Protein Data Bank) sequence are removed,
leaving one or more subsequences. Each of these
subsequences is then analyzed against a clustering
of the protein space to determine the likelihood of its
representing a new structural superfamily. This like-
lihood is derived from the distance in the clustering
between the (sub)sequence and sequences that have
knownstructures.TheoutputofProTargetisagraph-
ical visualization of the protein of interest together
withthelikelihoodthataproteinsequencerepresents
a novel structural superfamily. ProTarget is updated
regularly and currently covers over 160 000 protein
sequences from the SwissProt and PDB databases.
ProTarget is available at http://www.protarget.cs.
huji.ac.il.
INTRODUCTION
More than a million protein sequences are publicly available,
yet the number of proteins for which the three-dimensional
(3D) structure has been determined by X-ray and NMR tech-
nologies is signiﬁcantly smaller. The goal of structural genom-
ics (SG) is coverage of the protein fold space, and in particular
completion of the structural representations of all proteins in
selected model organisms (1). The number of newly discov-
ered structures archived in the Protein Data Bank (PDB) (2)
that originate from SG projects is constantly increasing. One
of the most critical tasks for SG is target selection (3), the
process of choosing a relatively small set of protein sequences
such that, once their structures are solved, the impact in terms
of covering the fold space is maximized (4). However, the
actual number of proteins required to achieve the goal of full
coverage of the protein structural space remains unknown (5).
Sequence-based protein classiﬁcationoffers a way toreduce
redundancy in terms of structural representatives. Namely, all
members in a family are assumed to share a structure similar
to the family’s representative. ProtoNet, an agglomerative
hierarchal clustering of all proteins (6), provides a scaffold
containing protein sequences organized as a condensed family
tree (7).
Herein, we present a Web-based tool for selecting target
proteins and provide a sorted list to be used in SG projects.
ProTarget makes use of the tree of all sequence-based clusters
presented by ProtoNet (7). It is based on a global statistical–
computational learning procedure, as presented in (8). The
prediction is that clusters that are distal from other solved
structures within the graphical protein tree will have the high-
est probability of representing a new structural superfamily.
ProTarget provides a signiﬁcant measurement for such predic-
tion and indicates those domains within the protein sequence
that are already solved. ProTarget predictions can be used to
choose protein targets with higherchancesof representingnew
superfamilies among all proteins with unsolved structures.
PROTARGET ALGORITHM—AN OUTLINE
ProTarget is based on applying the ProtoNet clustering algo-
rithm (6) to create Proto3D, which is a ProtoNet-like tree in
which all sequences of domains from the PDB are included.
Proto3D includes all 114 033 SwissProt sequences (release
40.28) and all domains from PDB (as of September 2002).
A total of 36 700 sequences of structural domains from the
PDB were retained after excluding those that are based on
theoretical modeling. The hierarchical clustering is used to
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Technically, this is achieved using the notion of the lowest
solved ancestor (LSA), that is, the lowest ancestor of a
sequence that is also an ancestor of a solved sequence
(i.e. a sequence that is in the PDB archive). In other words,
the LSA is the lowest common ancestor for any sequence in
the Proto3D or any query sequence. The notion of LSA pro-
vides a powerful method for predicting structural novelty (8).
The predicted likelihood of a sequence representing a novel
family is determined by comparing the actual level of the LSA
in the clustering hierarchy with a predetermined uniﬁed
threshold. The threshold was determined as the best separator
between sequences with an already known superfamily and
those that represent a new, presently unknown superfamily.
The choice of this threshold is determined by a statistical
learning technique described by Kifer and colleagues (8).
The ProTarget algorithm employs a precalculation step to
ﬁlter structurally solved sequences. It performs a BLAST
search (9) of the query protein against the database of all
solved structures (i.e. the PDB). If the query protein is similar
enough (BLAST E-score < 1 · 10
5) to one or more solved
domains, it isbroken down into several fragments(aprocedure
referred to as ‘cropping’). All fragments that overlap with a
known domain are ﬁltered out, and each of the remaining
fragments that is long enough (>30 amino acids) is subjected
to the following steps.
We insert a new protein or a partial sequence into the
ProtoNet clustering by associating it with the most suitable
ProtoNet cluster based on its BLAST similarity to other
sequences. In some cases, there is no apparent similarity to
any protein in ProtoNet, and in such cases the protein is
marked as ‘isolated’ and is not treated any further (‘isolated’
segments are associated with an undeﬁned conﬁdence score).
The next step involves calculating the level of the LSA of the
Figure 1. AschematicillustrationoftheProTargetalgorithm.SequencesarefilteredusingaBLASTsimilaritysearchtoremovesubsequencessimilartothoseinthe
PDB, and inserted into the ProtoNet clustering hierarchy, where a prediction is provided. For details see (8).
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this value is above or below the predetermined threshold,
together with a conﬁdence score. The conﬁdence score
depends on the distance of the level of the LSA from the
threshold. The further the LSA of the sequence from the
threshold, the higher (most signiﬁcant) is our prediction.
A scheme of the ProTarget algorithm is shown in Figure 1.
PROTARGET WEB SERVER
TheProTargetWebserverathttp://www.protarget.cs.huji.ac.il
allows user-supplied targets to be ranked according to their
likelihood of belonging to new superfamilies. The ProTarget
user interface is straightforward and requires users to input a
protein sequence and its name. The sequence may be a new
or a pre-existing sequence. The output from the ProTarget
prediction algorithm is shown graphically in Figure 2.
A query protein is labeled according to three color-coded
categories based on the ProTarget predictions: ‘old superfam-
ily’, ‘new superfamily’ and ‘isolated’. If the protein is cropped
into fragments, each fragment may have a different label. It
is possible to move the cursor over the color-coded areas to
view the respective subsequence as well as the conﬁdence
level of the prediction (ranging from 0 to 1). The example
of the rat agrin protein following cropping into 11 segments is
shown in Figure 2. Note that the very short segments are
probably too short to be autonomous domains, and thus
they may serve as linkers.
VERSIONS AND UPDATES
Proto3D will be updated once a year following expansion of
the ProtoNet database. Currently, ProtoNet 4.0 includes over
one million proteins from SwissProt and TrEMBL (10). The
next version of ProTarget will include the 1 072 911 protein
sequences from ProtoNet 4.0 combined with the 54 745
domains from the SCOP database (version 1.65) (11). Note
that the online search against the PDB and the cropping
procedure are performed using the most recently updated
version of the PDB. In a future release we will include the
option to submit larger numbers of sequences and will provide
a mode for saving the results for further analysis.
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